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Forecasting growth
• What data would you need to determine whether
your providers student numbers will grow in the
coming years?

About the data
• Data collected by HESA is currently retrospective in reference
to a reporting period of 1 August to 31 July – this results in
accurate ‘as is’ data…
• …however that strength can become a weakness when
considering ‘timeliness’
• For example, ‘How many BME students have enrolled onto a
medicine course in the sector?’ cannot be answered until 18
months after they have enrolled on their course…
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Do I need FPE or FTE data?
Within Heidi Plus there are two different
data sources – FPE and FTE
What is FPE?
Full Person Equivalent (FPE) looks at how
much of the (whole) person's time is
engaged in a particular activity. FPE
allows us to avoid double counting.
What is FTE?
Full Time Equivalent (FTE) is a unit that
indicates a persons intensity of study or
work comparable to standard full-time,
full year

So for example…
A part-time (0.5) student studies a first degree in Engineering
and Mathematics (50:50)
If we were to include the student within a figure for first degree
students in the sector:

If we were to include that member of staff within a figure for
Engineering first degree students in the sector:

Time series
• What is time series analysis?
• We probably best understand time series analysis as the use
of sequential data to understand pattern and trends. It is often
most useful in forecasting as it provides historical values from
which we can extrapolate
• In order to carryout time series in Heidi Plus you will need to
use the ‘Academic year start’ dimension
• Time series without context is dangerous. Understanding not
only the number, but the environment within which the
number existed is vital
• The question you are attempting to answer will determine the
amount of data you want to use (think strategic vs tactical!)…
for example…

First degree students in the last decade…

Time series is not always possible
• Data and the definitions change over time! This can
result in time series not being possible…
• …for example the differences between JACS version
2 and version 3 (implemented in 2012/13) mean that
time series is not possible at a detailed principle
subject level… however the boarder ‘subject area’ is
unaffected and therefore time series is possible at
that level
• Cost centres are another example where changes to
the valid entries mean time series is affected

For example…
JACS v3 Subject area

JACS v3 Principle subject

Dealing with outliers in the data
Relevance of the peer group

Reporting or provider type

Setting KPIs

For example…

HESA data and league tables

Degree classifications
• The Complete University Guide and and The
Times/Sunday Times league tables use a measure of
percentages of ‘good’ degrees awarded
• The Guardian use degree classifications in their valueadded measure
• First degree awards only and uses XPQUAL01 (thus
excluding incoming visiting/exchange students, and those
primarily studying abroad)
• Dormant and writing-up awards are included
• ‘Good’ defined as being 01 ‘First class’ or 02 ‘Upper
second class’

Student:Staff ratios
- Uses the session population and includes both higher education and further
education students
- For franchised students, take the proportion of the FTE taught by the
returning HE provider
- For students on industrial placement for the year as a whole (LOCSDY = D),
take a fifth (0.2) of this proportioned FTE and for students on an industrial
placement for a proportion of the year (LOCSDY = E), take three fifths (0.6)
of this proportioned FTE
- For students abroad for the whole year (LOCSDY=T), take a fifth (0.2) of this
proportioned FTE if the student is not studying for any portion of the year
(ZSSRMOB_MARKER=1), otherwise take the proportioned FTE.
- For students abroad for a proportion of the year (LOCSDY=U), take three
fifths (0.6) of this proportioned FTE if the student is not studying for any
portion of the year (ZSSRMOB_MARKER=2), otherwise take the
proportioned FTE.

Graduate Prospects
• Graduate prospects information is based on the Destinations
of Leavers from Higher Education (DLHE) survey
• The survey is undertaken approximately 6 months after the
student completes the qualification…
• …and focuses on the employment and/or further study
activity of the leaver
• League tables typically use the following information:
• the percentage of graduates who find graduate-level jobs, or
are studying further (at a higher level), within six months of
graduation
• Average starting salaries
• The population for DLHE data is restricted to full-time first
degree students

Average entry tariff coverage
• Guardian:
• 1st year 1st degree full time entrants who were aged under 20 at
the start of their course, and subtracting the tariffs ascribed to Key
Skills, Core Skills and to ‘SQA intermediate 2’
• Sunday Times:
• Mean tariff point scores on entry for first year, first degree students
under 21 years of age based on A and AS Levels and Highers and
Advanced Highers and other equivalent qualifications (e.g.
International Baccalaureate). Entrants with zero tariffs are excluded
from the calculation, as are year 0 students
• Complete University Guide
• First year, first degree students (with no restriction on age). The
results were then adjusted to take account of the subject mix at the
university.

Common issues with tariff

• Tariff calculations used in outputs are normally
restricted based on QUALENT3 (highest qualification
on entry)…
• …only those qualifications recorded as level 3 (i.e.
codes beginning with P) are included meaning that
accurately capturing QUALENT3 is vital
• Difficulty of international qualifications
• Incomplete and unknown qualifications

Foundation studies and XTARIFF
• XTARIFF excludes Foundation Studies (FY), however, includes
Diploma in Foundation Studies (A&D) (FA) within its calculation
• The UCAS data for HESA transaction (*J) automatically codes all
Diploma in Foundation Studies (A&D) as foundation studies (FY)
• Recoding of these qualifications is vital
• Consider where a student enters with A-levels and a Diploma in
Foundation Studies (A&D)…
• …plus 165 to 285 tariff points difference per a student

Tariff review
• The UCAS tariff has been reviewed and will change
substantially for the 2017/18 academic year
– The methodology has changed such that the two points systems are
not comparable for example, an A grade at A level is currently worth
140 points but in 2017/18 will be 56 points & a Scottish Higher grade A
will go from 80 to 33

• HESA will offer to supply data based on the old and new in the
first year to allow the compilers see the impact of the change
• Will be in some outputs earlier i.e. KIS for 2016/17

Expenditure (finance) data
• Each of the main league tables use expenditure data to
establish spend per student
• Expenditure on Academic departments (table 7)
• Expenditure on Academic Services (table 7)
• Expenditure on Staff and Student Facilities (table 7)
• Academic staff costs are not usually included as staff
costs are accounted for through Student:Staff ratio
• Consider that expenditure figures are likely to be divided
by all student FTE (irrespective of mode or level)…
• …and use two year averages

What is an academic service?

